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Mission Statement

As an independent wealth advisory firm, we 
work closely with select families and individuals 
who want to simplify their approach to managing 
their wealth. Whether it’s a patriarch or matriarch, 
business owner or executive, we offer financial 
planning and investment management services that 
work for the client. 
And, since Skyward Financial is an independent 
firm, we can leverage industry experts and best-in-
class support on our client’s behalf. 
From the emerging entrepreneur to an established 
head of family, we strive to provide the best 
financial planning and investment services possible. 
In addition, we pride ourselves in the strength of 
our personal and professional network and 
proactively connect our clients and connections for 
their mutual benefit. 



• Ask questions 
about 
everything, 
it’s your 
money after 
all

• Veterans in 
the locker 
room can be 
very helpful

Keys to the Game

Wealth Management Pitfalls
(Pro-Athletes)

• Understand the full cost of your agent and wealth manager up front and 

in most cases do not bundle the two. 

• Take full advantage of the leagues 401k plan and set it and forget it (Your 

wealth manager will help you allocate the plan for free

• Have a trusted advisor (mentor, old professor, savvy friend) to serve as 

your due diligence officer if ever presented with private investments. You 

will potentially come across some great ideas but more often than not

most private deals ended up fizzling out to zero. It is also nice to have 

someone take the blame as to it not being appropriate investment for 

you so that you do not lose a friendship. 

• Always make sure when investing in the market that your money is with a 

firm that proudly displays member of SIPC/FINRA ( this will keep you out 

of 99% of ponzi schemes and frauds) 
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• Taxes- Often overlooked but important to  get someone that handles 

other pro-athletes and understands your business. (I can refer you to 

some and so can your agent).  

• Start building your credit with a small credit card and always pay it 

entirely off each month.  Your credit score is the backbone of getting the 

things you want throughout your life at good rates. Credit companies 

track your every step, so treat credit with the effort you do practice.

• Entourage? When you make it pro, do you have to pay for all of your 

friends to be afforded the same life-style?  Treat your friends on special 

occasions but you put in all this hard work for you, not them.  78% of NFL 

players are bankrupt 2 years after leaving the league and the number one 

reason is their friends and family leaching off them.  
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• Don’t try to keep up with your peers and their spending habits.  What’s 

right for them after five years in the league does not mean it fits in your 

current plan/budget.  We recommend renting over buying until you are 

more settled in your career, but each case is different, houses are not 

typically the best allocation of your initial investment dollars.  Your 

advisor should play a vital role in helping you decide what is a good 

starter home.

• Compound interest is the number one thing you need to know, and you 

can learn it in about 30 minutes off YouTube or simply give me a call.

“$100k at 10% (or s&p average) for 10 years is $250k. At 15 years is   

$420k. Huge opportunity to make money at a young age and start 

compounding it. Very few people get the chance to do that with large 

lump sums. Should save as much as you can at first.”                              

Ross Stripling (Toronto Blue Jays & Skyward Financial)
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• Always have some certain type of backup plan for what you want to do 

after sports.  Sports is what defines you for now, but your life after sports 

will be a much greater percentage of your life and it can end at any 

moment.

• BUDGET –Don’t be too anal about it, but always make sure you know 

what is coming in and what is going out.  With the amount of cyber 

hacking today it is important to keep tab on your accounts at least every 

few days.  Your first paycheck in any profession is going to be a shock, 

but make sure you look it over and understand what the line items are 

and ask your advisor any questions you have.
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• When you start off buy companies that you use in your everyday life, and 

you are comfortable they will be around 20 years from now. 

• Be weary of ideas you hear from friends; we always joke at Skyward about 

the worst ideas each year come from MLB spring training.  

• If you buy names that you have comfort in owning for the next twenty 

years when the market has a massive sell-off you will maintain your 

position and avoid the number one mistake of selling at the worst time.  

This is also why it is important to know what you own and why you own 

it, so that short term financial pain does not hurt your long-term gain.

• There is nothing wrong with owning low-cost index funds if that is what 

makes you comfortable.  There are thousands of ways to make money in 

the market, but none of them work without a well-disciplined approach 

that each investor is comfortable with.  


